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Introduction 
 
This paper describes some recent experiences we have had in helping management and 

unions find a more successful and satisfying way to conduct business with one another. 

Its purpose as a paper is to provide a picture of what might be possible should they 

consider taking this path. We try to spell out the assumptions on which it is based, the 

conditions necessary for success along with an outline of the overall approach. 

 

 

Background and context 
 
A few years ago, a senior executive in a large transport company in Australia came to one 

of us and asked if it was possible to use the principles of self-organizing systems theory 

along with a focus on relationships to create a different way for management and unions 

to chart a joint path forward. He asked this question for his senior management team had 

just completed a 12 month development process based on similar principles and he saw 

the evident benefits involved. 
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One of his team managed a group of dock workers (the term used in Australia is 

stevedores). The union involved (the Maritime Union of Australia - MUA) had recently 

gone through a protracted and quite alienating dispute with a major Australian 

stevedoring company. The dispute had dragged on for months, involved all levels and 

sectors of industry and government, and had brought the Australian maritime industry to 

its knees. In terms of visibility and impact the dispute had some of the same 

characteristics as that which involved air traffic controllers when Ronald Reagan was 

president of the USA or the pilots dispute in Australia in 1989 – a very bitter and 

alienating experience for all. 

 

The union and the transport company involved had a history of relationships based on 

typical adversarial and legalistic dynamics, though in this case the recent national dispute 

gave a certain edge to any discussions with this particular group of workers.  

 

The manager agreed to apply the self-organizing systems approach with his operation, 

and committed to be actively involved and supportive of the process over time. With this 

critical prerequisite we managed to get the management group together with the elected 

MUA officials and some key operators for 4 days of discussion. This provided a launch 

pad for further joint work and the creation of a joint plan to save the company’s dock 

operations. In terms of Australian maritime industrial relations, this represented a very 

significant breakthrough. Indeed it did so for management-union relationships generally. 

 

We have been asked to assist in six similar but different ventures. One involved a highly 

militant and some what renegade group of coal miners in the state of Australian NSW 

whose mine was threatened with closure unless they could come up with an agreed way 

forward with management. Three involved multiple unions talking and building a future 

together with their respective management teams – one a tug operation, a second being a 

steel milling business, and the third being a stevedoring operation. One involved a heavy 

industrial operation in the Australian state of South Australia New Zealand and another a 

coal mine in the state of Queensland. 
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These seven examples now provide us with enough experience to identify critical success 

factors. This paper provides an outline of those learnings. 

 
 

The difference 
 
Some have legitimately asked us what is the difference between this approach and 

traditional union-management negotiations. Perhaps more importantly, what is difference 

between this approach and those processes currently gaining currency that focus on 

building healthy relationships between management and union personnel? 

 

The difference from traditional union-management negotiations is clear and quite simple. 

There are no lawyers involved, nor are there any professional human resource or 

industrial relations professionals. The discussions are directly between line management 

and the union personnel involved. Moreover those who participate become committed to 

a joint enterprise of continued business success and continued maximum employment 

within the market and economic constraints that apply at the time. By this we mean that 

both groups become committed to one another and also to mutually satisfactory 

outcomes. What arises is not so much a negotiated trade-off as a joint commitment – and 

this commitment starts with a blank slate. There are no lists of demands by either side. 

 

Perhaps more importantly than these differences is development of a commitment to each 

other as real people. Roles and facades, positions and posturing – these disappear as 

authentic conversation develops within an atmosphere of increasing trust. This is, for us, 

the essential characteristic that distinguishes this approach from some of the other 

approaches coming more into vogue of late.  

 

One recent trend focuses a lot on language and its place in developing commitment. 

Facilitators help the people involved to understand the nature of their past limitations, 

how thought processes and other internal mental conversations have hindered full 

realization of past potential. They then engage the group in a conversation about what 
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might be truly possible were they to become committed. From this a conversation 

develops in which all involved lay out some deep and shared commitment to a new joint 

way of being and working. This commitment is then broken down into a number of key 

tasks or aspects upon which small groups work. These groups are in turn coached through 

their work by expert facilitation at various times. 

 

The other recent trend tends to engage both union and management personnel in a 

conversation that relies very heavily on the generation of low level cognitive dissonance 

to create a shared commitment to the future. They are asked to participated in exercises 

that scan the environment, anticipate likely consequences, and then rationally deduce a 

joint planned approach. Areas for joint work are established and teams set up to go 

forward and negotiate agreed new ways of working.  

 

Our experience indicates that both these approaches have varying, yet limited long-term 

success. In the first instance people often feel manipulated by the quasi-hypnotic 

language process and operators (particularly) find it hard to establish personal relevance 

in this milieu. In the second instance there is often a lack of sufficient understanding and 

the necessary depth of personal commitment.  Consequently, when the established work 

teams come up across real-world tensions the process tends to disintegrate somewhat and 

old adversarial positions are once again adopted – through the whole process there seems 

to be no element to have the people drop their roles and facades and maintain a new way 

of working. 

 

In the seven cases so far, our experience suggests an approach based on processes derived 

from self-organizing systems theory and authentic shared commitment to one another as 

real people, shares many of the characteristics of both these trends – indeed it draws from 

the same conceptual wells for some of its process design. Nevertheless, we tend to see a 

more sus tained level of real engagement with one another over - in two cases, going on 

for nearly three years now. The commitment tends to be to one another as people not as 

roles, and the commitment both sides share for the survival of the business is a truly joint 

one. 
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Process Description 
 
In reflecting upon all four situations, the overall process seems to fall into the following 5 

phases of work: 

 
Phase 1: Pre-conditions and Commitments 
Phase 2: Pre-work – Leveraging Success 
Phase 3: Workshop Meeting – Trust and Commitment to Joint Enterprise 
Phase 4: Immediate Follow-up – Development of Joint Enterprise Plan 
Phase 5: After Action Review – Ongoing Reflection and Learning 
 
 
 
Phase 1: Pre-conditions and Commitments 
 
There seem to be three pre-conditions essential to success. In sequence, the first involves 

a “reasonable assurance” that the system will be left intact for a one year period. This 

means that no huge changes are being contemplated in key leadership, organizational 

structure, or company ownership that are not already known to the participants in the 

system. This allows for some level of stability, reliability, and credibility to establish a 

foundation for a new way of operating among the participants and their respective 

organizations.   

 

The second pre-condition involves a commitment on the part of the senior line manager 

or executive to see the process through to the end based on a strong belief that people 

committed to one another and to the business are more likely to be successful than ones 

engaged in role-based posturing and negotiations. The manager needs to clearly 

understand that these relationships and interactions are created and maintained within an 

environment that assumes all parties are involved in a joint learning activity, rather than a 

management-union negotiation.  

 

Moreover that which might be changed and improved as a result of the learning involves 

management systems and personnel just as much as it might unionized systems and 
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personnel. In other words, the whole system is up for inquiry, not just shop floor work 

practices or employment conditions. As a learning activity the output is often as much a 

document for further development and growth of the business and its employees as it is a 

record of joint management-union deliberations. In addition to desire and commitment, 

the manager must be willing to actually lead the process for at least the first year. In this 

leadership role the manager must be able to demonstrate support, provide resources, help 

to remove organizational barriers, be a strong management advocate, and most 

importantly, hold the system accountable for the ongoing process and associated results.  

 

Once the manager understands and commits to fully support the nature of the approach 

the full business context is explored especially covering any constraints or imperatives. 

Key stakeholders are identified, including union delegates and officials at a local, state 

and federal level. 

 

The third critical pre-condition is of a similar nature to the first and involves the union 

leadership. They also need to fully understand the nature of the approach, the nature of 

their commitment and agree to support the process in the short and long term.  One key 

operating principle is to only involve participants who are directly impacted by the 

decisions that ultimately come through the conversations.  

 

Therefore, in following this principle, union and management representatives who are not 

directly connected to the worksite are invited as ‘temporary guests to the process” to 

build understanding, create critical connections, and provide credibility to the work. 

Generally they are not included as full participants in either the Workshop Meeting or the 

ongoing meeting processes. In order to operate from this principle, we have found it 

useful to assure all parties that in the first instance there are no commitments being 

sought other than that to be fully present to the initial conversation that can take from 

four to five days. Invariably we have found that within this time frame, all sides become 

willing to take a further step or steps. But this is neither sought nor demanded as a pre-

condition to participate. 
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Following a recent suggestion1, we hope to experiment soon with possibly inviting some 

additional union officials or operators who have been part of similar conversations in the 

past and who can speak with authority of the journey and the benefits at the end. We 

anticipate that whilst they may not participate in the entire conversation during this phase, 

nevertheless their presence for some time may lead to dramatic step forward in the rate of 

progress.  

 
 
Phase 2: Pre-work – Leveraging Success 
 
This phase involves putting in place all the necessary ingredients and preventions that 

will accelerate and leverage success. The first among these steps is to identify and begin 

the coaching process of a key internal support person (where possible) whose time can be 

made directly available to the whole process following on from the initial workshop 

conversation. Where this is not possible, the senior manager will need to commit to have 

this work provided by the consultants. 

 

Members of the manager’s team are interviewed and arrangements put in place for the 

consultant to spend some time in the actual workplace, meeting operators and getting 

some sense of their concerns. Meetings are also arranged with local union delegates and 

regional and/or state officials, depending on the context. These initial conversations take 

place to continue to build understanding about the nature of this approach and how it 

differs from prior experiences people may have had. This investment of time up front by 

the external facilitator is critical in gaining the personal trust and confidence of all key 

players.  

 

We deliberately say trust here – there will be times in the whole process where each side 

seems to mis-understand and be confused by the actions and apparent motives of the 

other. At such times, they often need the stability of their confidence in the facilitators to 

get them through – trying to develop this in the moment won’t work, it needs to be 

established up front. 

                                                 
1 A very useful suggestion from Brett Tyler, General Manager of the Port Hedland tug operation 
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The third very important pre-work task is to develop a mini team from the overall group 

who will participate in the workshop meeting to visit worksites where similar process 

work has already started and is successful. This creates enormous credibility for the 

process and facilitators as well as creates a “mindset of possibility” for participants 

before the process ever begins. We have learned that one of the biggest obstacles to being 

successful is that people don’t actually have a reference point that the type of outcomes 

we are describing are even possible. Alternatively, they read these words and think they 

understand what is involved but it is not till they actually speak with others who have 

taken the full journey do they begin to truly understand what might be possible. Sending 

people to places where it is already working, breaks powerful mental models and allows 

people to come in committed to do the work to achieve creative and powerful results. 

 
 
Phase 3: Workshop Meeting – Trust and Commitment to Joint Enterprise 
 
At the workshop meeting (which is usually four or five days and residential in nature) the 

underlying framework for discussion is that based on the enneagram. In other words, nine 

domains of conversation are identified 

 

1. Where are we now – the actual situation in which the business finds itself, and the 

surrounding present and future imperatives? 

2. What is the quality of our relationships and how do we want them to be in the 

future? 

3. What information needs to be put on the table and made available to all? 

4. What do we want to achieve together? 

5. What principles shall we follow? 

6. What are the tensions and issues we have to address? 

7. What general approaches and strategies might we adopt? 

8. What pieces of actual work do they seem to imply? 

9. How can we keep things open and stay learning throughout? 
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Whilst appearing simple, it is often in the execution of a formula that real results emerge. 

So it is with the above nine domains. It is not so much with the questions as it is in the 

process through which the group in the workshop comes to engage with these questions 

that real progress starts to emerge. The real focus of work during the workshop meeting is 

to develop the trust and commitment to jointly engage in a new way of working together. 

For these reasons it is important that the sequence of conversations is one that builds 

understanding through information, purpose and meaning through shared goals and 

values, and commitment through agreements on how to operate together. Groups of 

people invariably try to side-track this sequence by prematurely focusing on strategies 

and solutions.  

 

The facilitation style and process is important but there are some other things that seem to 

enhance progress. One of these is the sharing of critical information. This information 

sharing comes in two forms. The first is information about the current work situation that 

is critical and unknown to all the parties. The significant shifts in all five of our 

experiences have come through such “breakthroughs”. This “breakthrough” information 

is often provided by the manager/leader or through the creation of an accurate picture of 

the current business situation which is assisted by the participation of “temporary guests” 

(Union Leaders and Senior Organizational Leaders). 

 

Equally important, and often a necessary pre-requisite to the prior information sharing is 

sharing of information by all concerned that is not related to work. This is often done 

through story, triggered and modeled for self-disclosure by the consultants. Another 

seems to be the establishment of different layers and mechanisms for reflection and 

meaning attribution, anything from buddy pairs through to quite complex review 

processes on the work done to date. Invariably the verbal and non-verbal behavior of the 

manager or executive plays a very significant role and there is usually quite a bit of 

behind-the-scenes coaching of this person through the workshop conversation by the 

consultants. 
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At the more obvious level the conversation ends with a clear articulation of a shared 

intent, and agreement around some principles to which all will commit, a set of issues 

identified and agreement to put in place some processes with which to develop strategies 

to resolve the issues. The people present in the conversation come away skilled in the use 

of a number of analysis and planning processes which they can use to develop the 

strategies. 

 

Less obvious, however, we also see a deep personal transformation for a few individuals 

present as they begin to put fundamentally new meaning on various aspects of their life. 

For example, one union delegate was able to find deep application of the processes used 

in the workshop conversation to help in resolving some difficulties he was having with a 

teenage child.  

 

Quite obvious and essential for sustainability is a deep transformation in the group as a 

whole. In other words, it usually arrives as two or more distinct and separate tribes who 

are coming somewhat nervously and anxiously into a conversation. It ends with one 

group of people who have come to appreciate each other deeply as people, regardless of 

role or persona, and who are committed to each other and to the success of the business 

and the union’s members. It is this third layer of transformation that seems to distinguish 

this approach to others currently in use for engendering management and union 

alignment. 

 
 
Phase 4: Immediate Follow-up – Development of Joint Enterprise Plan 
  
Following this initial workshop conversation, the skills and processes imparted to the 

participants then get applied to the issues at hand in order to develop the strategies. Work 

often does not begin on these before the union personnel present in the workshop first 

report back to their constituency and gain further endorsement to proceed to develop 

these strategies. Our experience indicates that the meeting with all constituents should 

occur immediately following the conclusion of the 4-5 day residential session. At the 

latest this might be on the Monday following the session. It is important to provide a 
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clear message to everyone at the same time to minimize assumptions and rumors. This 

meeting is generally done in a way that involves all participants of the residential session, 

and that models the new way of operating.  

 

In some ways this is the most delicate time for the group in that the group has a tendency 

to go into old modes of operating. It is imperative that the facilitator continues to build 

the implementation plans based on the learnings about patterns, shared intentions and 

agreed upon principles developed by the group during the workshop meeting. One of our 

most recent learnings about this phase of work is that a “space” must be created for this 

new way of operating to take root. This space is of time, focus and location. For this to 

occur successfully things must be taken off the table – some current work or ways of 

operating must be eliminated. If not, the new way of operating actually just becomes 

another burden and is approached using old patterns and habits. The whole team, and 

particularly the manager/leader, must be very creative and disciplined in creating this 

space. 

 

The structure of this phase of work varies, but generally involves 2 or more consecutive 

days in which the initial implementation strategies and plans are developed to focus the 

work of the group over the next few months. The whole group commits to meet to work 

on these strategies but it is our experience that if they do not soon (within a few weeks) 

break up into small groups to work on the strategies individually the whole process will 

build up an inertia which makes progress tedious and difficult. It is in this phase that a 

local on the ground facilitator makes a huge difference, but if not present this service 

needs to be provided by one of the original consultants or their colleagues who are 

familiar with the approach taken and its underlying assumptions. 

 
 
Phase 5: After Action Review – Ongoing Reflection and Learning 
 
The consultants continue to provide coaching and assistance on a regular basis 

throughout this phase both to the internal facilitator, the manager or executive and any 

other member of the work groups who so desire. It has been our experience that there is a 
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need to reconvene the whole group on one or two occasions to ensure the overall process 

is still on track and engender further commitment. These meetings are used as times of 

reflection about what the team is learning about the individuals on the team, their 

interactions and patterns as a team, and about what they are learning about what actually 

works in their plans. It is also on such occasions that individuals who may unwittingly be 

compromising the joint venture can be coached about more effective ways of working. 

Such gatherings are usually two to three days in length and may or may not be 

residential. 

 

Invariably the whole process gets to a point where specific new systems of both work and 

management are agreed upon, along with new practices and employment conditions and 

these are then usually ratified in a formal management-union document. The process 

continues on over time and continues to build on itself through increasing information, an 

increasing web of connections throughout their system of work, their expanding level of 

commitment to each other and their system and through an increasing foundation of 

tangible results and successes.  

 

The model on the following page illustrates the cyclical and expanding success pattern 

that underlies this process. 
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Benefits 
 
The benefits of this type of approach reside at many levels. At the most obvious level, 

there are usually quite tangible financial benefits. This has been the case in all the 

situations on which this paper is based. For example, in the case of the stevedoring 

operation referred to earlier, productivity measures increased by 20%, costs were reduced 

by 20%, safety improved from a lost time injury frequency rate of 30 to zero in 12 

months, and operational savings of $7.5m were realized in the first six months after the 

initial workshop discussion. These benefits occurred in a company with 85 employees. 

 

In the case of one of the coal mines the conversation created the permission and 

structures for a saving of $11m over two years. In the other, the coal mine involved 

managed to turn around a situation of almost certain closure to one in which it could 
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continue to operate profitably. The tug operation has reaped savings in excess of $2m 

from taking this approach. 

 

All but one of the seven experiences with which we have been involved and that used this 

same approach have realized similar financial and productivity improvements. In the 

seventh case the organization went through major turmoil and change of ownership soon 

after the process began.  

 

This instability had a dramatic and negative impact on the possibility of realizing the 

benefits of this approach. It has led us to be clear about the vital importance of the 

continuing stability in the environment and presence of a key senior executive support 

element, at least until the people involved have had sufficient time to reap some benefits 

and gain confidence in this way of working together 

 

Perhaps more fundamental than the benefits documented above, has been a 

fundamentally new way of being and working together for management and employees. 

Through the whole process both groups of people came to see those in the other groups as 

individuals, as real people with very similar aspirations and concerns as themselves.  

 

Consequently, it becomes hard for them to maintain stereotypical filters about each other 

and when members of either group make requests or take positions their motives are 

assumed to be more honorable, more positive and more productive than previously. 

Problems are no longer opportunities for blame and posturing, but opportunities for joint 

and satisfying work together. 

 

As a key player in one of these experiences said to me recently, “we have a much closer 

working relationship with the unionized workforce, our communication with them is 

excellent, the latest round of enterprise bargaining was painless and we take a joint 

management-union team approach to all problems we face now”.  
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In such an environment there are significant benefits to be realized through the energy 

that was once devoted to destructive and adversarial dynamics now being available for 

mutually satisfying shared enterprise. 

 
Tim Dalmau and Steve Zuieback 
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